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Argentine Participation in Antarctic Surveying Activities
from 1901 to 1999: an overview

•   First Experiences:
José María Sobral was probably the first Argentine to get involved with Antarctic surveying. He took part of
the Swedish Antarctic Expedition 1901-1903 (led by Dr. Otto Nordenskjöld), He performed several
astronomical-fix determinations as well as other surveying activities in the Antarctic field during the
campaign.

•   Astronomical Observations:
From 1904 onwards, astronomical techniques were widely used both for static positioning at relevant sites
as well as for expedite navigation purposes by Argentine Antarctic field parties.

•   Classical Surveying Techniques:
Triangulation and leveling works were implemented to support IAA (Instituto Antártico Argentino) geo-
sciences, mainly for glaciological field activities. For several decades the works were typically relying on
1” theodolites, microwave EDM’s and geometric/spirit levels. Electronic tacheometers and a laser distance
meter were also implemented at a later stage.
Case study: Surface Dynamics of the Northern Larsen Ice Shelf, between the Seal Nunataks and the

Jason Peninsula.

•   US Transit/Doppler NNSS (Navy Navigation Satellite System):
In 1975/76 a joint USGS/BAS (United States Geological Survey / British Antarctic Survey) field party
performed geodetic satellite/doppler-based observations at several sites, mainly for Antarctic satellite
imagery geocoding purposes. Some of the sites were directly associated with Argentine Antarctic activities
(e.g. Matienzo and Marambio bases).
IAA started using the Transit-doppler satellite-system technique in 1982, mostly in a “stand-alone”
positioning approach. Translocation techniques were also implemented, depending upon third party’s
instrument availability. Astronomical observations were still used for azimuth determinations.

•  NAVSTAR - GPS
(NAVigation System with Time And Ranging – Global Positioning System):
IAA started being involved with the use of GPS in Antarctica in 1985, at the beginning of the USAC (US,
Argentina, Chile) aero-geophysical Antarctic surveying project led by Dr. John L. LaBrecque (Lamont
Doherty Geological Observatory). During USAC the IAA made a contribution regarding the decoding of the
raw hexadecimal GPS almanac and ephemeris broadcast information in order to optimize the flights due to
the limited GPS coverage at that early stage).
At present, several IAA research groups perform their GPS-surveys, mainly based on L1-receivers, typically
for geo-referencing purposes.

•  Precise GPS:
During the 1980’s, at least two German scientific field parties worked in the vicinity of the Argentine Station
Belgrano II. They established a GPS reference station at the base, significantly improving the accuracy of
the station coordinates.
In 1993 USGS surveyors performed a GPS surveying at Marambio (Seymour) Island, in order to geo-
reference Argentine aerial photographs of the Island. A map at 1:10000 scale was produced jointly with
OSU (Ohio State University).
It was not until GAP95 (SCAR Epoch95 GPS Campaign), that IAA became directly involved with high
precision GPS-surveying methods. GAP 95 and its follow-on repeat campaigns (1996 and 1998)
represented a dramatic change for Argentine geodesy in several aspects:
1) A new site monumentation strategy, aiming at long-term stability, was implemented for the first time at

Argentine Antarctic sites.
2) Position errors were reduced from “various meters” to “centimeter” levels at 5 locations.
3) The Argentine geodetic network –undergoing a re-definition process- as well as various other South

American countries could greatly benefit from GAP/SCAR GPS Epoch results.
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•  GAP’95/96/98 - SCAR Epoch 95/96/98 GPS Campaigns:
The Antarctic stations Belgrano II, Esperanza, Jubany/Dallmann, Marambio and San Martín were surveyed
during the major 1995 and 1998 international GPS Campaigns. Esperanza, Jubany/Dallmann and
Marambio sites were also occupied during the 1996 repeat-campaign. GPS instruments were provided by
German research institutions at all these locations. Argentine observers participated at “ESP1” and
“MAR1” (Esperanza and Marambio) sites.

•  Long-term GPS monitoring:
During the austral winter 1996, IAA performed its first long-term GPS monitoring experience at the “ESP1
- GAP95” site using a geodetic receiver provided by AWI (Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine
Research) – Bremerhaven - Germany.
In February 1997 a continuous GPS station provided by AWI was installed at Jubany/Dallman (Trimble
4000SSi with Trimble Choke Ring antenna).
In February 1998 a continuous GPS station provided by AWI was installed at Belgrano II (Ashtech Z-XII
with Ashtech Choke Ring antenna).
In March 1999 a continuous GPS station provided by the University of Memphis (USA) was installed at
Orcadas (Ashtech Z-XII with Ashtech Choke Ring antenna).
In April 1999, a continuous GPS station provided by AWI was installed at San Martín (Ashtech Z-XII with
Ashtech Choke Ring antenna).

•   Differential Kinematic GPS
In 1987, during the USAC Project, IAA made its first experience in terms of GPS-differential  processing
(Pseudo-Range only).
More recently (December 1998), BAS (British Antarctic Survey) and IAA performed an aero-geophysical
survey in the James Ross Island region, based upon precise GPS-navigation. The GPS data set was jointly
processed (phase-differential).

•   Tide Gauges
Argentina performed several Antarctic sea level monitoring activities in the past, specially at Esperanza and
Brown stations (mechanical floating devices).
At present 3 tide gauges are operating at Esperanza, Jubany/Dallmann and San Martín stations
respectively.
In 1993 a sea level continuous monitoring station provided by NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration - USA) was installed at Esperanza.
In 1996 a sea level continuous monitoring station provided by AWI was installed at Jubany/Dallmann.
In 1998 a sea level continuous monitoring station provided by AWI was installed at San Martín.

•   Gravity observations:
A gravity link between Rio Gallegos (Argentina) and Marambio station was performed in 1979 by P.
Skvarca (IAA) and others in order to have Argentine Antarctic gravity measurements connected with
IGNS71 (3 sequential flights / 2 “G” - LaCoste & Romberg instruments).
Field gravity (relative) surveys were performed at some Argentine stations as well as in specific areas of
interest (e.g. on a longitudinal traverse along the Northern Larsen Ice Shelf).
IAA also participated in airborne gravity Antarctic surveys during USAC (1985-89) and, more recently,
with BAS (James Ross Island).
In December 1997, an absolute gravity value was determined at Jubany/Dallmann by German geodesists,
using an FG-5 instrument.

•   Sismological observations (for geodetic purposes):
At Jubany/Dallmann as well as in Belgrano II, sismological equipment provided by AWI was installed
during GAP98 for long-term monitoring. Jubany/Dallmann was dismantled in April 1999.

Note: apart from IAA, several other national Argentine institutions (e.g. IGM [Instituto Geográfico Militar],
SHN [Servicio Hidrográfico Nacional]) have also performed –and still do- different types of surveying
works in Antarctica, to support their charting and nautical activities.


